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Introduction
 
Crystaltrack Platform Overview:
CrystalTrack is an Advanced Applications Platform allowing companies and administrations
to improve their performance through different basic applications and the reuse of reliable
components to build specific applications and to communicate with external applications
and products as ERPs. CrystalTrack provides decision-makers with the information they
need about their resources, processes, programs, portfolio of projects, and projects at
different levels. KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) as productivity, profitability, fulfillment
of commitments can be easily extracted and presented to the end users.

 
CrystalTrack Platform Features

 Web based application.
 Multi-modules
 Multi-themes.
 Ease, consistent and efficient user experience.
 Contextual help online.
 Multi-companies (Multi-tenant).
 Multi calendars (different calendar systems and time zones).
 Multi countries (working hours, non-working days, and holidays management).
 Multi-languages.
 Advanced role-based authorizations.
 Advanced reporting.
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Multi-Companies Settings – Common Settings for all Companies:
1.  Countries, Calendars, Time Zones.
2.  Metadata Management (update labels of fields labels).
3.  Generation of ODS (Operational Data Store) Tables for Reporting.
4.  Schedulers Management for Data Retrieving from the Main database to the ODS.

5.   

 

 
Company Settings:
1.  Company Identity.
2.  Company Features as: Organizational chart, Finance Info, Shareholders
3.  Company Delivery Settings.
4.  Permissions based on Roles and Actions.
5.  Master Data: Users, Customers, Restaurants, Suppliers, Contracts.
6.  BPM – Workflows Settings:

a.  Process Domains.
b.  Task Types: Form Designer with all Task Fields.
c.  Process: Drawing Editor for the whole Process based on Task Types.

 

 

 
Crystaltrack REQSMGMT (Requests Management: Workflow Engine):
1.  Main Concept: Request to be created and evolved through a Process (workflow).
2.  Definition of Categories and Subcategories of Requests.
3.  Definition of Profiles Participating to Processes (workflows).
4.  Definition of Statuses of Processes Tasks.
5.  Definition of User-Defined Attributes to be added to the Requests and/or Tasks.
6.  Definition, for each Subcategory, the associated Process, and associated Profiles.
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7.  A Request can be Created, Deleted, Suspended, Stopped, or Archived.
8.  When a Request is Created => The Participants will receive their tasks to be claimed.
9.  A task can be Claimed, Started, Released, Completed, and Undo.
10.  Each Request has its current Status, Holders, and Task.
11.  The Process is Ended when the final task is completed.
12.  The Ended Request can be Archived.
13.  Several reports are already proposed.
14.  Advanced Reporting can be done for any needed statistics.
 

 

 
Crystaltrack PLANTRACK (Projects Planning and Tracking):
1.  Main Concept: Project to be planned and monitored with Time sheets Management.
2.  Project Created with:

a.  ESD: Expected Start Date.
b.  EED: Expected End Date.
c.  Expected Effort (number of effort units).
d.  Expected Cost.
e.  Amendments, Investments, and Resales.

3.  Project Planning:
a.  Tasks (ESD, EED).
b.  Tasks can be linked to a Request (from Crystaltrack REQSMGMT).
c.  Milestone (EHD: Expected Achievement Date).
d.  Assigned Team Member to a Task (ESD, EED, Expected Effort).
e.  Assigned Team Member to a Milestone.

4.  Project Tracking:
a.  Each Team Member fills his daily time sheet with:

i.  Produced effort for each started task assigned to him in all projects.
ii.  Remaining effort for each started task assigned to him in all projects.

b.  Each Team Member achieves Assigned Milestones when done.
c.  If Attendance associated with the Team Member => Produced Effort <= Presence
of the Team Member.

5.  Several reports are already proposed.
6.  Advanced Reporting can be done for any needed statistics.
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Crystaltrack ATTMGMT (Attendance Management):
1.  Main Concept: Attendance of Team Members and Presence Rules.
2.  Attendance Data can be imported or sent by the Attendance Collector.
3.  Attendance Collector is a Desktop Application with .NET Technology allowing the user
to"

a.  Get Attendance Data from different Attendance Machines
b.  Send the Data to the Server.
c.  Authentication and Authorizations of this Attendance Collector are based on the
Back end Settings.

4.  Attendance Data are transformed into Presence and Absence Data.
5.  When the Data is processed, another user can validate or invalidate.
6.  Validated Data allows the system to generate Attendance Reports.
7.  Several reports are already proposed.
8.  Advanced Reporting can be done for any needed statistics.
 

Crystaltrack REPORTING (Advanced and Dynamic Embedded Reporting):
1.  Main Concept: Query Builder which allow the user to create new User-Defined Queries
on Crystaltrack Tables (Main Database or ODS Database).
2.  Query Builder will have the list of all Entities (Tables).
3.  When a table is selected => All fields are displayed.
4.  The user will define a query with the following:
5.  Select Fields to be displayed are columns of the query.
6.  Add needed filters: conditions or fields to be filtered by the report.
7.  Assign some features to columns as: Groupable, Aggregation to be applied, Alignment,
Conditional Formatting.
8.  Add Computed Fields to the Query based on the selected columns.
9.  The user will define a report with the following:

a.  Select the query of the report.
b.  Select the module of the report.
c.  Activate or Deactivate the report (Activation means that the users can access the
report from other modules if they have the required permissions).
d.  Enter the name, title, headers, and footers.

10.  The user can access to the User-Defined Reports with:
11.  The Reporting Module with the Menu “My Reports”.
12.  Other Modules with the Menu “Reports”.
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Grids Management
Crystaltrack has a standard grid in all modules with the following functionalities:
 
Grid Toolbar and Actions:
Total Records: represents the total number of records available in the My Projects list
page.

 First Page: Go To First Page.

 Previous Page: Go To Previous Page.

 Page Number: Go To the Page Number.
 Next Page: Go To Next Page.

 Last Page: Go To Last Page.

 Non-Grouping Mode => Display the grid without groups.

 Grouping Mode => Applied to groupable fields.
 Reset Layout: User can always reset to the default layout.

 Save Layout: User can save the layout after resizing and replacing and hide / show the
columns.

 Export to EXCEL: User can export to Excel all records, current view or choose from - to
index.

 Export to WORD: User can export to Word all records, current view or choose from -
to index.

 Export to PDF: User can export to PDF all records, current view or choose from - to
index.

 Auto-fit Columns: This feature fits all columns in the page without having to scroll
horizontally to view them.

 Remove Filters: This feature removes all filters on all columns at the same time.

 Remove Sorting: Display the grid without any sorting.

 Show / Hide Columns: User can show / hide columns to the My Requests list.
 Refresh Grid: When clicked, the data of the entire list is refreshed.

 
Columns Filters: Each column can have specific filter:
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Column Sorting: Each column can have specific sorting (Ascending or Descending):

 
Columns Grouping => Applied to groupable fields:
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Show / Hide Columns: Add or remove columns:
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Login Page
 

 
When the user is logged => The system displays

the home page with all allowed modules:
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Multi-Companies Settings
 

Multi-Companies Settings – Common Settings for all Companies:
#     Countries, Calendars, Time Zones.
#     Metadata Management (update labels of fields labels).
#     Generation of ODS (Operational Data Store) Tables for Reporting.
#     Schedulers Management for Data Retrieving from the Main database to the ODS.

Multi-Companies module allows the management of common settings for all companies
defined in CrystalTrack: Calendars, Countries, Calendar Systems, Time Zones, Metadata,
and Databases Management.

 
Calendars (Calendar System and Time Zone)

 
Calendar Systems

 
Time Zones
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Multi-Companies Countries

This is the list of countries available in the system with all their information.
They are used in the Holidays section of the Attendance Module.
 

 
Add Country:
Click on Add Country at the top right of the screen
 

Features:
Enter all mandatory fields and choose a Calendar System for Fixed Holidays.
 
Fixed Holidays:
Click on the + button to add a fixed holiday.
Enter all mandatory fields and click on Add.
Click on the Edit button next to a holiday to edit the record.
Click on the Delete button next to a holiday to remove the record.
 
Variable Holidays:
Click on the + button to add a variable holiday.
Choose a Calendar System, Month and Day then enter all mandatory fields and
click on Add.
Click on the Edit button next to a holiday to edit the record.
Click on the Delete button next to a holiday to remove the record.
 
Governorate:
Click on the + button to add a record.
Enter all mandatory fields and / or optional fields then click on Add.
Click on the Edit button next to a holiday to edit the record.
Click on the Delete button next to a holiday to remove the record.
 
District:
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Choose a Governorate.
Click on the + button to add a record.
Enter all mandatory fields and click on Add.
Click on the Edit button next to a holiday to edit the record.
Click on the Delete button next to a holiday to remove the record.
 
City:
Choose a Governorate and a District.
Click on the + button to add a record.
Enter all mandatory fields and click on Add.
Click on the Edit button next to a holiday to edit the record.
Click on the Delete button next to a holiday to remove the record.
 
Zone:
Choose a Governorate, a District and a City.
Click on the + button to add a record.
Enter all mandatory fields and click on Add.
Click on the Edit button next to a holiday to edit the record.
Click on the Delete button next to a holiday to remove the record.
After finishing all steps, click on the save button.
 

 
Edit a Country
Click on the Edit button next to a country > The country tab opens.
Make the desired changes and click on Save.

 
Delete a Country
Click on the delete button next to a country.
A confirmation message appears > Click on confirm in order to delete the record.
If a country is used elsewhere in the system, user is not allowed to delete it and a
notification message appears.
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Multi-Companies Calendars

Click on the + button to add a calendar.
Enter all mandatory fields and click on Add.
Click on the edit button next to a record in order to make changes to it.
Click on the delete button next to a record in order to delete it.
Click on the Save button at the top left in the toolbar in order to save all changes.
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Multi-Companies Metadata

This is a list of all entities in a specific Database.
When user chooses the entity, the list of columns is displayed showing the column name
in database and its label in 3 languages (EN, FR, AR).
Also, the user can enter the entity name in 3 languages
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Multi-Companies Metadata Import

Click on Import Metadata and choose the desired file.
Choose the desired entity > entity label is displayed in 3 languages.
The list of columns is displayed with their labels in 3 languages.
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Multi-Companies Metadata Export

Click on the Export Grid button > an excel sheet of all entities is downloaded.
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Multi-Companies Database Schedulers

This is a list of all ODS tables to be retrieved.
User sets a schedule for every table to be filled with the corresponding PM4PI data.
 

 
Under Actions, user can either edit or deactivate the schedule.
 
Edit:

 
On the Retrieve Data side:

Choose an option from the From list.
Choose a date under Calendar.
Choose an option from the To list.
Choose a date under Calendar.
Choose the Date Field.

 
On the Scheduler side:

Choose an option under Period then choose a Start Date.
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On the Execution Occurs side:

Choose the Daily Execution by clicking on the up / down arrows to adjust the
hours and minutes as desired.
Click on Execute Now in order to immediately execute OR click on Save in the
menu toolbar to save the scheduler which will be executed as per the chosen
options.

 
Click on Save to save all changes
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Company Settings
 

Company Settings:
Company Identity.
Company Features as: Organizational chart, Finance Info, Shareholders
Company Delivery Settings.
Permissions based on Roles and Actions.
 
Master Data:
Users, Customers, Restaurants, Suppliers, Contracts.
 
BPM – Workflows Settings:
Process Domains.
Task Types: Form Designer with all Task Fields.
Process: Drawing Editor for the whole Process based on Task Types.

Company Information

 
Users Management

 
Permissions (Module, Component, Action)
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Company Lookups

Concept:
Lookups are the values or keywords related to a certain title used in the app. For
example, as shown in the list "Branch" is lookup
having values: BEIRUT, JBEIL, etc. These values are viewed as a dropdown list "branch"
used in creating a user.
Lookups are displayed in English, French, and Arabic.

 
To add a new value for a lookup:

1.  Click on the "add" button linked to the lookup.
2.  Enter the value in the three different languages.
3.  Click on save.
4.  The value is added to the lookup.
 

To deactivate a value of a lookup means to hide this value from the list, and to do so click
on the "deactivate" button (eye button) linked to the value and then click on save button
on the upper right of the page.
To reactivate (activate after deactivation) the value of a lookup click on same button of
deactivation and the click on save button.
 

User lookup can be updated.
Lookup value can be activated or deactivated.
Deactivated value will not appear in the list of values of the lookup.
System lookup cannot be updated by the user.
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Company Connections

 
Active Directory
Import users from the Active Directory of the company.
By choosing this option, user data located on the network of the company can be
retrieved.
Single sign-on means (SSO) is the automatic connection of the user when connected to
Windows.
Enter all necessary fields and click on Test Authentication in order check if the
authentication is successful
 

 
Mail Server
This is the configuration of the mail server in order to ensure notifications through
emails.
Enter all necessary fields and click on Test Mail Server Authentication to check if  the
authentication is successful.
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SMS
This is the configuration of the SMS gateway in order to ensure notifications through
SMS.
 

Note that the way of receiving notifications (SMS / mail server) is optional for every user.
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Company Calendars Colors

 
Calendar Days
Consists of 2 fields: Weekends and Holidays.
Click on edit to change the colors and font. The shading is the background of the cell,
where the font is the text color.
Choose from the Bold, Italic, and Underline options if needed then click on Save.
 
Absences per Type
Consists of all the leave types available in the company.
Click on edit to change the colors and font. The shading is the background of the cell,
where the font is the text color.
Choose from the Bold, Italic, and Underline options if needed then click on Save.
 
Missions per objective
Consists of all mission types available in the company.
Click on edit to change the colors and font. The shading is the background of the cell,
where the font is the text color.
Choose from the Bold, Italic, and Underline options if needed then click on Save.
 
Save
After finishing all editing, click on the Save button at the top left corner to save all
changes of the tab.
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Company Permissions

 
The different permissions of the application are defined by three levels:
Modules in Crystaltrack.
Components of each module.
Actions of each component.

 
A role is defined as a set of actions (through components and modules).
 

 
A user can have zero or many roles (zero means the user is known by the system but
cannot use it).
Created roles can be edited and / or deleted.

 
Create Role:
Click on add button.
Enter the role name in the text box then click on create button.
Screen of modules, components and actions is displayed with default "all actions check
boxes are unchecked".
For each component of a module select the action desired.
Click on Save.
 
Edit Role:
Click on the edit button beside the role name in the list.
 
Delete Role:
To delete a role, click on the delete button linked to the role name then confirm deletion.
A role will not be deleted if it is assigned to one or more users.
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Company Description

 

 
Identity:
Company Identity displays the company logo and company's info fields such as Name,
Display Name (displayed on the left of the menu toolbar), Address, etc.
Enter all mandatory fields and / or optional fields and click on the Save button at the top
left corner of the page.
To modify the fields, just type the new info in the desired field box and click on Save.
 
Upload / Edit / Delete logo (profile photo):
Hover over the logo and click on the upload icon.
Choose an image from your directory and click open.
Click on Save.
Click on the upload icon again to edit the image.
Click on the delete button to remove the image.
 
License:
Give all license information about the product:
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Organizational Chart:
This is the hierarchical chart of the company:
Click on the + button to add a new level.
Click on the person icon to edit the current level.
Enter all mandatory fields.
Choose the regional office (This field is synced with the Regional Offices tab).
Click on Save.

 

 
Regional Offices:
This is the list of the regional offices of the company:
Click on the + button to add a new regional office.
Enter all mandatory fields.
Choose the organizational level (This field is synced with the Organizational Chart tab).
Click on Save.
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Finance and Taxes:
Information about currencies and VAT information.
 
Shareholders:
Information about shareholders.
 
Common Data Rules:
List of optional rules to be applied as:

Mandatory Branch For Customer
Mandatory Branch For Warehouse
Line Manager must belong to the Organizational Chart
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Company Users

 

 
Users settings allow the management of  users' profiles and permissions.
Each user has personal details, authorizations (permissions), authentication (user name,
password), Filters, etc.
All users of the company are listed in this section and every user has their own file.
 
Search User:
To search for a user in the list:
hover over the field to search by.
click on "three dashes" that appears over the field.
click on sort ascending or descending to change the sort of users.
fill the Contains fields then click on Filter.
users related to the applied filtered appear in the list.
clear the filter by clicking on the Clear button.
 
Create User:
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There are 2 ways to add users:
1) Import from Active Directory:
Click on Import Active Directory in the toolbar.
Search for the intended user and click Import.
Choose Select All and click Import to import all available users.

 
2) Add User:
Click on the + button in the toolbar > a new New Member tab will open :
 
Identity:
Fill all mandatory and / or optional fields.
Click on Customer Based and choose a customer from the drop down list.
Upload / Delete image.

 
Authentication:
Fill all authentication mandatory fields

 
Authorization:
Choose Roles.
Choose the desired view Hierarchical or Flat.
 
Organization
Fill all mandatory and / or optional fields from the drop down lists.
Enter the Employee ID.

 
Contract:
Choose the Contract Type from the drop down list.
Choose the Begin / Departure Dates from the date picker.
 
Cost Rates:
Enter the Hourly Cost and the Overtime Hourly Cost.
 
Attendance:
Initially imported form attendance general settings.
Any field can be manually modified.
 
Filters:
In this section we filter the access rights per user for 2 modules: Planning and Tracking 
and Request Management
Planning and Tracking

Choose the Projects Domains.
Choose the Projects.

Request Management
Choose the Categories.
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Choose the Sub-Categories.
 
Save:
Click on the save button > a popup message will display User is created
 
Edit User:
To edit a user click on the edit button under Actions, modify fields from any tab then click
save
 
Delete User:
To delete a user click on the delete button under Actions then confirm.
User will not be deleted if linked to other entities in the product.
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Company Customers

 

 
 
This is the list of customers available.
Click on the customer name in order to view its information
Click on the edit button under Actions to edit a row (prerequisite: permission to edit
customer is enabled)
Click on the delete button under Actions to delete a row
Click on the add button in the toolbar to add a customer.
Fill all mandatory and / or optional fields of all tabs then click Save.
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Company Suppliers

 

 
Click on the supplier name in order to view its information
Click on the edit button under Actions to edit a row (prerequisite: permission to edit
supplier is enabled)
Click on the delete button under Actions to delete a row
Click on the add button in the toolbar to add a supplier.
Fill all mandatory and / or optional fields of all tabs then click Save.
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Company Contracts

 
Click on the contracts name in order to view its information
Click on the edit button under Actions to edit a row (prerequisite: permission to edit
contracts is enabled)
Click on the delete button under Actions to delete a row
Click on the add button in the toolbar to add a contract.
Fill all mandatory and / or optional fields of all tabs then click Save.
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Company Process Domains

 

 
Click on the + button to add a new Process Domain.
Enter Title and Description then click on Save.
Click on the delete button under Actions in order to delete a record.
Click on the save button in the toolbar to save all changes.
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Company Processes

 
Concepts:
A process is a workflow of tasks needed to ensure the life cycle of a request from creation
to closing and archiving.
If a task has multiple paths, it must have a condition. The path is chosen based on the
condition value.
Each task is associated to one profile only.
A profile is a set of users defined by the functional administrator.
 
Create Process:
Click on the + add button to create a new process.
Enter Process Name and Process ID then choose the Domain.
Click Create.
Drag and drop tools from the left pane to form the process.
A process is a group of tasks that have their own properties and actors (users that can
complete the task).
Click on every tool to identify its properties.
User can Undo / Redo any current action.
User can Save, Deploy, Import and Download any process.
Every process has a task type and each task has a status.
Click on the Edit button under Actions to edit a process.
Click on the Delete button under Actions in order to delete a process. User can delete a
process that is not used.
Click on the Deactivate button under Actions to deactivate a used process. The process
will still be active for old requests and will no longer appear when creating new ones.
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Example of Processes:
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Company User-Defined Tasks

 
Click on the + button to add a new Task
Fill all mandatory and / or optional fields of all tabs then click on Save
Click on the delete button under Actions in order to delete a record
Click on the Edit button under Actions to edit a record
Click on the save button in the toolbar to save all changes
 
Example of User-Defined Tasks:
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Requests Management
 
 

Crystaltrack REQSMGMT (Requests Management: Workflow Engine):
Main Concept: Request to be created and evolved through a Process (workflow).
Definition of Categories and Subcategories of Requests.
Definition of Profiles Participating to Processes (workflows).
Definition of Statuses of Processes Tasks.
Definition of User-Defined Attributes to be added to the Requests and/or Tasks.
Definition, for each Subcategory, the associated Process, and associated Profiles.
A Request can be Created, Deleted, Suspended, Stopped, or Archived.
When a Request is Created => The Participants will receive their tasks to be claimed.
A task can be Claimed, Started, Released, Completed, and Undo.
Each Request has its current Status, Holders, and Task.
The Process is Ended when the final task is completed.
The Ended Request can be Archived.
Several reports are already proposed.
Advanced Reporting can be done for any needed statistics.

The Request is a tool indicating a specific need expressed by an internal or external client.
Each Request will be a trigger for one or more processes in the organization.

The processing of a Request allows the assignment of a “Request Responsible” who is
accountable to plan and monitor tasks in order to solve the issue expressed through the
Request.

A Request should have at least the following attributes:
Type (Category, Sub-category, Process and User Define Attributes).
Importance to manage priorities (urgent, High, medium, Low).
Unique Identifier.
Stakeholders (Requester, Request Owner, Request Responsible).
Life cycle dates (creation, opening, execution, monitoring, closing).
 
 
Requests Life Cycle:
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User-Defined Tasks to be Used by Processes (Workflows)

 
User-Defined Tasks Editor: Fields and Decision Table

 
Workflow Editor

 
Request Sheet (Situation, Status, Fields, User-Defined Attributes, Attachments, Notes)
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My Requests Table with Categorization and Contextual Actions

 
My Tasks (Release, Start, Complete, Undo) and Shared Tasks (Claim)
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REQSMGMT Lookups

 
Go to Settings > Lookups:
Type in the Search box to search for a profile.
Click on the + button under Actions to add a profile to the existing categories.
Click on the edit button under Actions to edit a profile.
Click on the activate / deactivate button under Actions to activate / deactivate a profile.
 
Concepts:
This is a list of all profiles used in the requests workflow.
The user creates a process for the workflow, and each task of the process must have a
profile.
The profiles created and used in the process will also be available in the sub-category to
be linked to users.
System lookups are created once by a super user and cannot be edited
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REQSMGMT List View

Settings > Dashboards > List View:
 

 
Defaults:
Choose the shading and font colors of the request text, along with the fonts (bold, italic,
underline).
Click on the box under Shading or Font to choose a color.
Check / Uncheck the font boxes as desired.
 
Columns:
Choose shading and fonts for each column of the request list:
 

 
Click on the + button to add a field > Choose a field from the list > Enter a value > Choose
the shading and font   colors / options desired then click Add to add the field to the list or
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Close to discard changes along with the fonts (bold, italic, underline) , the whole row in
the request list will be colored if the full row checkbox cheeked.
 

 
Click on the Edit button to edit the field.
Click on the Delete button to delete the field.
 
Dashboard Items:
User chooses the fields to be displayed in the dashboard of the request list for quick
access.
Click on the + button to add a new dashboard item > Enter all necessary fields then
create a rule under conditions > also choose where to display the created dashboard by
checking MY request or archived Request:
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Click Add to add the new item or Close to discard changes the dashboard items will
display as following :
 

 

 
 
Click on the edit button to edit an item.
Click on the delete button to delete an item.
To save the attribute selection click on save button at the right of the page.
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REQSMGMT To-Do List

Settings > View > To-Do List:
 

 
 

Concepts:
Task cards represent the task of a request that the user is holder on.
Task cards of each user are displayed in “My Tasks” screen of Request Management
Module.
To-Do List controls the display of these cards.
 

 
Attributes displayed in the task card are the selected attributes of the list from the left
pane.
In front of the list is a display of task card design that changes according to selected
attributes.
The maximum number of selected check boxes is four.
Modify attributes selection to change the display of the task card.
To save the attribute selection click on save button at the right of the page.
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REQSMGMT Request View

Settings > View > Request View:
 

 
User can view the current task of the request inside the request page in the Request tab.
Check (With Current Task) in order to activate this option.
Choose the position of the task before the request or after the request in the request
page.
To save the attribute selection click on save button at the right of the page.
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REQSMGMT Request Colors

Settings > View > Request Colors:
 

 
Choose color configuration for fields to be display in the request page.
User has the option to choose specific colors for every field of particular attributes in the
request Page.
Under Actions click on the edit button to change the shading and fonts.
Click Save to save changes or Close to close the window.
Click on the save button on the top left of the tab to save ALL changes of the page.
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REQSMGMT User-Defined Attributes

Settings > User-Defined Attributes:
 

 
Users can define their own attributes to be displayed on the request or task level.
 
Click on the + button to add a new specific attribute
In the New Specific Attribute tab that opens, enter / choose the desired values if the
selected type is not a dropdown or tree the following screen will open:
 
Features:
Choose mandatory and visible.
Select the way to display the attribute at level request or task.
Click on the save button > the tab closes and the attribute is added to the main list.
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Scope:
Display the attributes by select category, subcategory or all category.
Select a task that the  attribute can be edit.
Select the user how can edit  the selected task.
Click on the save button > the tab closes and the attribute is added to the main list.
 

 
Click on the + button to add a new specific attribute.
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In the New Specific Attribute tab that opens, enter / choose the desired values if the
selected type is a drop down    the following screen will open:
 
            

 
 
Values:
Click on add new value  and add the value to be display in the drop down.
Click on the save button > the tab closes and the attribute is added to the main list.
 
Click on the + button to add a new specific attribute
In the New Specific Attribute tab that opens, enter / choose the desired values if the
selected type is a Tree the following screen will open:
 

 
Click on add new value  and add the first level in the tree 
Select the created level and click on add new child to be linked to his parent 
Click on the save button > the tab closes and the attribute is added to the main list
When the type of attribute is tree, the display of it can be done with two different views
as flowing:
 
Normal Tree: the root level and it is children :
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Cascading Tree:
Each level will be saved in a drop down select the first level the second level will be
filtered based on the selection of first level 
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REQSMGMT Categories-Subcategories

Settings > Categories-Subcategories:
 

 
In Request Management module, requests are classified according to categories and
subcategories.
Each Category has a number of subcategories that are linked to processes.
The link between sub-category and process determines the path of the request (task by
task).            
 
Create Category:
Click on the + button, add the name of the category.
Click on the save button > the tab closes and the attribute is added to the main list.
 

               
Create Subcategory:
Select the created category and click the + button:
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The following tab will open:
 

      
 
Subcategory Identity:
Type the name of the subcategory.
Select the process to be linked to this subcategory.
Default if selected than the subcategory will be display in the request page.
Click  on save button , the subcategory is created.
 
Subcategory Request UI:
 

       
     
Title: add a specific title to be display all the time when this Subcategory is selected at
level request creation.
Append title: when the user is creating a request the entered title will be added in the
selected attributes.
Requestor:select team member from list of user to be display all level request creation.
Request Duration: add the days, hours and minutes for the request Duration, all the
request related to this subcategory, will delayed based on this duration.
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Task Expected duration: select a task from drop down and add the duration add the days,
hours and minutes for the Task Duration all the Tasks related to this subcategory will
delayed based on this duration.
 
After entering all the configuration Click on the save button on the top left of the tab
tosave all changes on the Request UI section.
 
Subcategory Profiles:         
     

 
On each subcategory all the added profiles on the selected process will be added in the
profile section.
 
User Profile can be added with two options: Import (select category, subcategory and
click on import button the system will import all the users with the same profile) or
Manually Added: three ways to add user profile manually:
 
List of users:
If the list of users is checked, select the users from drop down list and added to the
profile
Multi users can be added to each profile.
 
All users:
If selected, all users in the company will be added to the profile.
 
Qualifier:     
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=> Equal to: user can add a profile equal to another profile
 

 
=> Organizational Chart: select one of the predefined org chart of the company

 

   
=> Team : select the team and then choose which team to be used in the profile
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=> Line Manger: select the line manager and then choose the profile
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REQSMGMT Execution Steps

 
Settings > Tasks > Execution Steps:
 

 
The execution task type is a specific task containing list of steps in order to track a specific
job (procurement steps, construction steps, etc.)
 
Create Step:
In the Request Management Module => Go to Settings > lookup :
 

 
Click on + button to create the steps to be used in the execution task.
Go to Go to Settings > Tasks > Execution Steps.
Steps are on the right of the screen each row is a step.
Field are on the top, the user selects the field in the top to be display in the step.
User can also link each step to a category or subcategory.
Linked steps will only be available on the linked category or subcategory.
On each row (step) we have order columns, click on order column.
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User can drag and drop between fields to organize the order as he likes and click on
change order, the fields will be display in the UI based on the order.
 
Click on the save button on the top left of the tab to save ALL changes of the page.
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REQSMGMT My Requests

My Requests:
 

 
List of active requests when the user has permission to see and take an action on.
The My Requests list organizes and displays the active requests and provides multiple
functionalities.
Also, a list of indicators is displayed on the left side of the page which can be collapsed.
These indicators are previously created in the Dashboard.

 
To perform any action, the user must select one or multiple requests. The actions will be
displayed on the toolbar depending on the permissions, the situation, and the status of
the selected request(s):
 
Create New Request:
New Request tab is open to create a new request.
 
Delete Request:
The request is deleted from the request list and removed from the database. No history is
recorded. User can delete a request at any time, if they have the permission to, regardless
of its status and situation.
 
Stop Request:
User must enter a justification before stopping a request. The Status of the request
becomes stopped, and the Situation changes from active to completed. All actions of the
request holder will be disabled.
 
Shelve Request:
Has the same behavior of Stop request, but the Status will become shelved.
 
Suspend Request:
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User must enter a justification before suspending a request. The request Status does not
change. The Situation changes from active to suspended and all actions of the request
holder are disabled.
 
Resume Request:
This option only appears on requests with Situation suspended. Once the user confirms
the action, the Status of the request stays the same, its Situation changes to active and all
actions become enabled to the holder.
 
Reassign Request:
This option is to change the holder of a task to another holder. Nothing changes except
the holder.
 
Reopen Request:
This option appears on requests with Status closed. The Status changes to the previous
status of the request before closing it depending on the workflow. The Situation  changes
from completed  to active.
 
Grid Toolbar:
Total Records: represents the total number of records available in the My Requests page
Page Number: represents the number of the current page. User can navigate by going to
the previous or next page.
Reset Layout: User can always reset to the default layout after resizing and replacing and
hide / show the columns.
Save Layout: User can save the layout after  resizing and replacing and hide / show the
columns.
Export to EXCEL: User can export to Excel all records, current view or choose from - to
index.
Export to WORD: User can export to Word all records, current view or choose from - to
index.
Export to PDF: User can export to PDF all records, current view or choose from - to index.
Auto-fit Columns: This feature fits all columns in the page without having to scroll
horizontally to view them.
Remove Filters: This feature removes all filters on all columns at the same time.
Show / Hide Columns: User can show / hide columns to the My Requests list.
Refresh Grid: When clicked, the data of the entire list is refreshed.
 
Column Features:
Hover over the title of any column, and click on the 3 horizontal lines that appear on the
right.
User can Sort Ascending, Descending  or Remove Sort.
User can filter the column by choosing from the simple list or complex filter depending on
the column.
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Click on any column and drag it to change its positioning. The first 3 columns and static
and fixed.
Click on the Request ID to open the request.
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REQSMGMT Request Page

Requests Management > My Requests > Create / Edit Request:
 

 
The Request Page consists of creating a new request or opening an existing one.
All details of the request are present on this page.

Enter a Title and a Description then fill all mandatory specific attributes and / or
optional ones.
Fill the mandatory User Defined Attributes and / or the optional ones.
User can attach documents in the request.
User can add notes to the request.
User can add duration by entering the desired numbers in the duration fields under
Duration then clicking on +. This duration defines the minimum time allowed before
starting or claiming a request, it is predefined in the settings whether or not this
option is activated.
Click on + Create to create the request => The request will appear under My
Requests>

 
Open Request:
Go to Requests Management > My Requests > click on any request to open it
The page is sectioned into multiple tabs
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All request details form title to description to attributes are present in this page.
Depending on the permission, user can edit and save changes. Request detailed
information can be found in the right pane. User can click on the + button next to
Attachments and Notes to add any of them.
 
Actions
Depending on the permission, these action appear or not to the user.
Three main actions: Save, Transfer and Print.
 
Reports:
Multiple reports are available for the user.
Click on Reports and choose the desired report to generate it.
 
Save:
Depending on the permission, user can make changes to the existing request.
Some attributes are not editable regardless of the permission.
Once changes are made, click on Save in order to save.
 
Transfer:
This feature is to move the request from one category and sub-category to another. Click
on Transfer, enter a Justification, choose a new Category and Sub-Category then click on
Transfer. Click on Close in order to discard changes.
 
Tasks History:
Every completed step of the process is registered on this page, with the date, the holder,
and any other attribute for this step.
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REQSMGMT Archived Requests

Requests Management > Archived Requests:
 

 
This page holds the requests with statuses stopped, complete and shelved.
Depending on the permission, user may or may not see this page.
To perform any action, user must select one or multiple requests.
Actions will be displayed depending on the permission, the situation and the status of the
selected request.
 
Delete request:
The request is deleted from the request list and removed from the database. No history is
recorded. User can delete a request at any time, if they have the permission to, regardless
of its status and situation.
 
Reopen request:
This action is performed on requests with Status closed and Situation complete. Once
reopened, the request moves from this page to My Requests page. The request Status
changes to its previous one before closing it, depending on the workflow, and its
Situation changes to Active. When the user clicks on Reopen, a justification must be
entered before performing the action.
 
Archive request:
This action can be performed on any request in this list. The Status and Situation do not
change. The Archived becomes TRUE. A confirmation message appears for the user to
approve the action before archiving.
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REQSMGMT My Tasks

Requests Management > My Tasks:
 

 
This is where all the tasks of the user are displayed.
Depending on the permission, user also can see the shared tasks and other users’ tasks.

 
My Tasks:
This is a display of all the tasks assigned to the logged in user. These tasks are ready to be
started.
 
Shared Tasks:
This is a display of all the tasks that can be assigned to multiple users. The tasks appear
on all the concerned users’ screens. Only one user can claim the task by clicking on the
Claim button. Once claimed, the task will move from Shared Tasks to My Tasks and is
now ready to be started.
 
Tasks Actions:
 
Refresh:
This refreshes the data and all tasks are updated.
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Start:
Select one or multiple tasks then choose Start. The task (s) will become started.
 
Select / Deselect all:
This button only appears if the Group by is none.
User can select / deselect all tasks at the same time in order to perform an action.
 
Release:
Select one or multiple tasks and click on Release, then click OK on the confirmation
message.
The user will no longer be the holder on the released task (s) which will be moved to the
Shared Tasks.
 
Undo:
Select one or multiple tasks and click on Undo, then click Undo on the confirmation
message that appears.
The task will revert back to the previous one.
 
Complete:
Select a task and click on complete to finish the task and move to the next one.
The task will then appear in the My Tasks of the corresponding user or in the Shared
Tasks of the respective users.
To complete multiple tasks, user must Group by Task Name.
The Plan and End Implementation tasks must be individually completed.
 
Reassign:
Depending on the permission, user can reassign the task to another user who becomes
the holder of this task.
 
Menu Toolbar:
Search:
To search for a task, enter any clue that appears on the task card and the cards are
filtered accordingly.
 
Card / List layout:
Click on Card / List layout to change the layout display of the tasks.
 
Group by:
User can choose to group by the predefined options or None.
 
Sort by:
User can choose to sort by the predefined options or None.
 
Ascending / Descending:
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If the Sort by is Recent, clicking this option displays the card from old to new or vice
versa.
 
Task Cards:
Column actions can only be performed when tasks are grouped by an attribute.
User can Select All cards in the column, Collapse and Maximize the column.
The number of cards in each column is displayed next to the title of the column.
User can select one or multiple cards by hovering over the title and clicking on the circle
that appears.
User can add and read notes by clicking on the note icon in the title.
Hovering over the note icon displays the number of notes available on this card.
Clicking on the 3 dots in the title displays the list of actions that can performed on the
card.
This list appears in the menu toolbar when the card is selected.
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REQSMGMT Reports

This is a list of reports available for the Request Management.
Each report opens its corresponding page where user can filter and add conditions in
order to generate the report.
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Attendance Management
 

Crystaltrack ATTMGMT (Attendance Management):
Main Concept: Attendance of Team Members and Presence Rules.
Attendance Data can be imported or sent by the Attendance Collector.
Attendance Collector is a Desktop Application with .NET Technology allowing the user to get attendance Data
from different Attendance Machines and send the Data to the Server.
Authentication and Authorizations of this Attendance Collector are based on the Back end Settings.
Attendance Data are transformed into Presence and Absence Data.
When the Data is processed, another user can validate or invalidate.
Validated Data allows the system to generate Attendance Reports.
Several reports are already proposed.
Advanced Reporting can be done for any needed statistics.
 

Global Attendance Process:
 

 
Attendance Collector:
Attendance Collector is a Desktop Application developed with Microsoft Technologies
and acts as Client of a Crystaltrack Server to send the attendance events for one or more
attendance machines.
Security of the Attendance Collector is based on Crystaktrack Server (Authentication and
Authorization).
 
Login Page based on the users declared in Crystaltrack Server:
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Authorizations:
Specific Component in the permissions is dedicated to the Attendance Collector with all
actions:
 

 
Devices:
Devices are declared in Crystaltrack Server. The Attendance Collector will get the list of
devices and display them.
The user can connect one or more devices:
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Users:
Users in Attendance Devices can be managed by the connected user.
The user can be created in one or more Attendance Machines.
The user has to insert his fingerprint in only one machine which can be copied to all other
machines.
Each user has en Employee ID which is associated to his user in Crystaltrack Server.
 

 

 
Attendance Events:
The system will display the attendance events of all employees from all devices:
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The user can send the data throw the action "Send Data".
The use can remove attendance data from attendance machines when the data is sent.
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ATTMGMT Lookups

Settings > Lookups:
 

 
This is a list of all lookups used in the Attendance Management Module.
System lookups are created once in the database and cannot be edited.
 
The following page will open and display the following lookups :

Mission Location
Mission objective
Attendance update type

 
Mission Location:

 

 
Click on (+) button to add a new mission location a pop up window will open to add new
mission:
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Click the Edit button opens a pop up window were user can edit the name of a mission in
the three languages:
 

                             
View button when pressed can a activate / deactivate a mission location:
 

 
Mission Objective:
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Add-Edit and View buttons have the same behavior as the mission location.
 
Attendance Update Type:
 

  
 
Add-Edit and View buttons have the same behavior as in mission location.
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ATTMGMT Attendance Settings

Settings > General Settings:

General settings page has multiple tab options that are related to the general setting of
attendance management, General setting page opens the attendance tab by default.
 
Section - Attendance:
 

 
First attendance week:
The system will start calculating the attendance from the first attendance week.
 
Attendance mandatory weekly hours:
Total number of hours the employee is supposed to cover per week.
 
Based mandatory hours calculation:
Working days or fixed hours.
Working days => the system will divide the mandatory weekly hours by the number of
working days excluding holidays to calculate daily working hours.
 
Attendance mandatory monthly hours:
Number of hours that must be covered per month.
 
Section - Attendance Calculation:
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This page shows a set of settings defined for calculating the attendance:
 
Attendance calculation period:
Drop down containing calculation periods: Monthly, Weekly, or Daily.
 
Handover management type:
Determines the management of handover hours (% of mandatory hours or handover
days).
When user choose handover type to be based on percentage of mandatory hours he
must enter the percentage of the total number of hours that the user will be working for
free.
When user choose handover type to be based on handover days he must enter the
number of days the user will be working for free.
 
Automated shortage Fix:
When checked, it subtracts the shortage of the working hours from the annual leave
Balance.
 
Section - Attendance Import:
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Ignore by absence:
When checked excludes the absence days of the users from the imported attendance file.
 
Ignore in-existent id:
excludes users with in-existent ids from the imported attendance file.
 
Section - Absences:
 

 
Attendance allowed annual leaves:
Total annual leave number of hours per year.
 
Attendance allowed daily absence hours:
Number of daily hours for one day absence.
 
Default absence type:
Default value of the absence type.
 
Default alternative absence type:
Absence type to replace the default one in case the employee has exceeded his allowed
annual leave.
 
Section - Breaks:
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Daily Allowed Break Hours:
Number of hours allowed for daily breaks.
 
Section - Working Hours:
 

 
Minimum, maximum and normal working daily hours that reflects in the attendance.
 
Section - Company Absence Management:
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Absence Type:
Absence type for operation.
 
Update Actual hours:
If selected => the system will update the actual hours when this absence type is added in
the attendance view.
 
Update type:
The update of actual hours can be by increasing or decreasing hours as following: 

Increase by percentage: percentage of daily attendance hours.
Decrease by percentage: percentage of daily attendance hours.
Increase by specific hours: specific number of hours.
Decrease by specific hours: specific number of hours.
Increase by normal daily hours.
Decrease by normal daily hours.

 
Open Balance:
If checked => the selected absence has no balance.
If not checked => the user has to add the balance for the selected absence.
 
Section - Absence Requests:
 

 
Absence Request Domain:
Domain of the process to be applied to the absence requests.
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Absence Request Category:
Category of the the absence requests.
 
Absence Request Subcategory:
Subcategory of the the absence requests.
 
Delete Request After Acceptance:
If checked => the request will be deleted after final validation.
 
Delete Request After Rejection:
If checked => the request will be deleted after its rejection.
 
 
Section - Mission Requests:
 

 
Mission Request Domain:
Domain of the process to be applied to the mission requests.
 
Mission Request Category:
Category of the the mission requests.
 
Mission Request Subcategory:
Subcategory of the the mission requests.
 
Delete Request After Acceptance:
If checked => the request will be deleted after final validation.
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Delete Request After Rejection:
If checked => the request will be deleted after its rejection.
 

Settings > Import Attendance:

This page specifies settings related to how do the attendance get imported:

 
Attendance received by API:
Allows the system to import the attendance from API (could be called by the Attendance
Collector).
 
Attendance file configuration:
User set the position of all the field related to the attendance file.
The position of fields determines the  format of the attendance file.
 
Attendance received by file:
Allows the system to import the attendance from a file.
Two ways to import the attendance form file:

User file selection : If  checked the user can open a folder and  choose file to
upload.
Predefined file location : If checked the file can be imported by two ways  :

Directly from the server: where the application is operate , user choose the
file location and name:
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Remotely : connect to another server to read the file: 
User choose the file location and name and  specify the operating system,
the IP server, the username, and the password:               
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ATTMGMT Attendance Colors

Settings > Views > Attendance Colors:
This page shows the chosen shading, text font and whether it is set as bold, italic,
underlined or not for each attendance status and type of issue which reflect on the
attendance view.
 
Section - Attendance Status:
 

 
User can click on edit and change the colors and font style:

 
Section - Attendance Issues:
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User can click on edit and change the colors and font style as above.
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ATTMGMT Devices

This page specifies settings how attendance can be read from device directly:
 

 
Add device:
Click on (+) on the left top of the screen a pop up message will open as following:
The user add a device code , In, out IP , Port and serial number.
Click the add button and save the data.
The device is ready to start retrieving data from the machine.
User can edit the device and save the changes.
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ATTMGMT Holidays

This page shows the list of holidays with their dates:
 

User can filter holidays per country and year.
User can group by column.
User can filter then save the new layout.
User can reset layout.
 
Edit Holiday:
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Delete Holiday:
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ATTMGMT IN and OUT

This section shows the attendance of all members with their IN and OUT details.
The purpose is to filter on the Not Valid records in order to deactivate them then add
them correctly.
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ATTMGMT Missions

This screen allows the user to add a new mission for one or many team members in one
or many dates:
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ATTMGMT Exceptions

In this section, the user adds the attendance exceptions that do not suit the settings but
are approved for this particular record in this particular time. This step must be done
before the validation:
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ATTMGMT Attendance View

All the operation of attendance business of all Team members with their IN and OUT
details. 
Leave management, missions, and exceptions will be done in this component.
Team members with management type (By Presence) and begin date with the same
month will be retrieved when the attendance view sub menu is clicked:
 

 
This section is dependent on the settings set by the user in the Attendance Management
Settings.
 
The attendance view component is designed as following:
Team members are displayed as rows.
Dates are displayed as  columns. 
Component is designed for one month.
The user can navigate with months.
 

 
 
This view  is divided into Four sections :
Actions.
Toolbars.
Team Member management. 
Attendance views.
 

 
Actions :
All the attendance actions are available on the top left of the screen:
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Import Attendance.
Add Attendance Manually.
Add Mission.
Add Exceptions.
Delete Imported Data.
 
Import Attendance:
This section is dependent on the settings set by the user in the Attendance Management. 
Once imported, the data is generated from the file in a log as following:
 

 
Added:
All team members that have correct data.
 
Duplicate:
One of the team members has duplicate record same in and out.
 
Errors:
All the team members that have problem in date, begin date, or leave date.
 
Action: Import Attendance data:
Imported data will be inserted in the database.
 
Action: Cancel Import:
Imported data will be canceled.

 
Add Attendance Manually:
User can add attendance  manually with different scenarios :
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=> Selecting a date and click on the (+) button: the dialog will open with selected date,
the user has to select one or more then the members and then add the in and out and
click on Add button the new attendance will display in the attendance view with the icon
Hand.
=> Selecting a team members and click on (+) button: the dialog will open with the
selected team members , the user has to select the date and then add the in and out and
click on Add Button the new attendance will display in the attendance view with the icon
Hand.
=> Selecting a cell and click on (+) button: the dialog will open with the selected date and
team member , the user has to select the date and then add the in and out and click on
Add Button the new attendance will display in the attendance view with the icon Hand.
 
Add Mission:
User can add attendance  manually with different scenarios  :
 

 
=> Selecting a date and click on the (m):  the dialog will open with selected date , the
user has to select one or more then the members and then add the in and out , location ,
objective and click on Add button the new attendance will display in the attendance view
with the letter m.
=> Selecting a team members and click on (+) button: the dialog will open with the
selected team members , the user has to select the date and then add the in and out
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and click on Add Button the new attendance will display in the attendance view with the
letter m.
=> Selecting a cell and click on (+) button: the dialog will open with the selected date and
team member , the user has to select the date and then add the in and out and click on
Add Button the new attendance will display in the attendance view with the letter m
 
Attendance View Components:
Displayed with the total number of IN and OUT
IN and OUT represent the number of wrong data (missing IN/OUT or additional IN/OUT).
User can take an Action on any unpleasant corrupted data.
 
Imported form file: this data was imported / updated from file.
No Action: user can decide not to take any action.
Set Zero Duration: user can decide to set 0 the wrong duration.
Remove Attendance: user can remove this day from the attendance.
Click on Save: changes are saved.
Click on Expand / Collapse view: the view is changed as desired.
Click on Full screen: Full screen mode is activated.
 
User can filter by colors, which represents attendance states (validated, submitted…).
 

 
User can filter by submitted data:
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User can filter by validated data:

 
User can filter by all statuses:

 
User can select all team members:
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User can select one or multiple team members with or without date filtering:

 
User can filter by presence, absence, attendance, attendance details:
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User can adjust column width:

 
User can save layout after filtering and then when user access the same page again, the
same view will be visible to the user:

 
User can import attendance from a file:
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User can manually add attendance to a user by selecting the user and clicking on add
attendance:
User can manually add attendance to  multiple users by selecting more than one user
and clicking the add attendance button:

 
User can add a mission by entering mission date, in and out, selecting the members,
choosing the mission location and objective from the drop down lists:
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User can add an exception for an employee that will have effect on all working days or
user click on custom date and choose the date that the exception will take place it will
show under attendance => exceptions:

 
This page shows the list of all exceptions added per user with the date and all the details.
User can edit or delete an exception.
User can add exceptions.
User can add multi exceptions.
User can save exceptions.
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Absences:
 
Planned absences:

 
When user click on add absence add absence page opens:

User can choose team member.
User can choose type.
When user choose start and end date as the same day the start absence time field will
become non-editable.
User can enter end of absence time
When calculate hour is clicked it calculates and shows the total number of absent hours .
 
User click on add confirmation pop up appears:
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User confirms the absence:

User can choose team member.
User can choose type.
When user choose start and end date as different days the start absence time and end
absence time will be editable.
When calculate hour is clicked it calculates and shows the total number of absent hours.
User click on add and absence confirmation pop up appears.
 
User can choose start or end date date to be all day:

 
When user click on edit absence button edit absence page opens:

Editable fields are team member, type, and all day check boxes, start and end absence
time.
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When user click on delete the delete absence pop up appears and user can confirm.
 
Absence request:
 
Validate absence:
 
In this, page all the absence requests submitted by team members’ shows for manger
to be able to validate reject:

 
User can select a request:

 
User can leave a note and either validate or reject a request:
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Mission:
 
Planned mission
Mission request
Validate mission
 
Reports => Attendance Daily Report:
This page can generate an attendance report based on the date specified by the user,
team and members

When user click on generate report a PDF is downloaded with multiple reports each for a
team member having all his attendance details for the dates specified
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Reports => Yearly Absence Report:
This page can generate absence report based on the year specified by the user, one or
more teams and members

When generate report is clicked a report is downloaded showing team members annual
balances, taken annuals and their remaining annual balances.
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Reports => Absence Report:
The user can choose one or more team members in this page to see their absence
history.

When user click on generate report:
Absence details report page opens showing the history of absence for the chosen team
member with all its details.

 
Reports => Attendance monthly Report:
This page can generate attendance report per month for the selected year and specified
teams and members.
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User can choose to generate the report according to status submitted or invoiced.
When user choose status submitted, user has the option to choose to show total hours
attended per week or no.
When user click on generate report a PDF or excel file is downloaded showing the
attendance for the team according to the options selected by user.

 
Reports => Attendance monthly history:
This user can choose one or more team member in this page to view his monthly
attendance report.

When user click on generate report the page monthly attendance report opens showing
the employees
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Attendance according to the year and moth chosen.
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ATTMGMT Import Attendance

This section is dependent on the settings set by the user in the Attendance Management. 
Once imported, the data is generated from the file in a log as following:
 

 
Added:
All team members that have correct data.
 
Duplicate:
One of the team members has duplicate record same in and out.
 
Errors:
All the team members that have problem in date, begin date, or leave date.
 
Action: Import Attendance data:
Imported data will be inserted in the database.
 
Action: Cancel Import:
Imported data will be canceled.
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ATTMGMT Submit Attendance

Attendance => Attendance View:
 
This section presents all attendance data detailed and ready to be submitted.
The records are under status entered, and after all the needed modification for all records
(fix corrupted data, change absence type, add mission).
The data is ready to be submitted by clicking the button submit.
 

 
 
After import the attendance record the responsible user will do the following steps
before submit the data:
 
Fix corrupted data:
After importing the file there are some team members will miss to finger print there
in or out so the data will be corrupted when imported, the user will filter the data by
corrupted and will fix all the data:
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After filtering the data the user will start fixing the data by adding (in , out , delete ,
record , add attendance, or add mission:
 

     
 

Also when the data imported some team members don’t have attendance the system
will display be default the annual leave balance, user go the absence view and select the
team member in order to change the absence type if different from annual as following:
 

 
To change the absence type you can click on the cell directly by the right mouse and click
(change abs type or you go up on the left and click the button to change the absence
type). Click on the cell by the right mouse: the following dialog will open:
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User choose the absence type and click on it the absence type will be changed .
 
Click the button on the top: the following dialog will open:
 

 
User clicks on the cell the dialog will open with name and date of the selected team
members.
Choose the desired absence type and click on apply.
The absence type will be changed and saved.
 
When all the attendance and absence are correct, the data become ready to be
submitted.
 
Submit attendance:
User can select team member, date, all team members, or all dates.
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User clicks on submit button =>  the data will be submitted and ready to be validated:
 

 
User clicks on the (OK) button => the data will be submitted and saved in new view called
submitted data as following:
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The icon on the left top of the screen indicate that this the view of the submitted data.
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ATTMGMT Validate Attendance

Attendance => Attendance View:
 
This section presents all attendance data detailed and ready to be validated.
Based on the given permission the records can be modified same as entered data or
rejected to be fixed and resubmitted.
 
The validation view data modification allowed :
If the user has the permission to modify the data, all actions in the entered screen will
have the same behavior. The user can update, delete, or add in and out for attendance.
He can also change the absence type and then click on the validate button to validate the
attendance.
 
The validation view data modification not allowed: in this case the user must click on
the reject button to reject any record that not correct or has problem including absence
type:
 

 
Once the data rejected a new view will display under the name (rejected data) as
following:
 

 
The button (X) represents the rejected data view and the color red represent the rejected
record.
The user has to go the entered view screen in order to fix the rejected data and
resubmitted it as following:
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Click on the left top button (switch to entered) the rejected record will be available in the
entered screens.
Do all the necessary action to fix the data and then click the submit button same behavior
as submit data:
 

 
When all the data are resubmitted now all the data are correct and ready to be validated.
Click on Validate button: Attendance is validated and saved.
 
Validation process:
Once the validated button is clicked the following points will be done

Month validation: validate  the actual , shortage and RAL hours are calculated
Validation done for all the days of the month :  the all days validated flag is turned
true  in order to validate the data in next month
Fix shortage :  (settings) checked the system will make sure that if any shortage
available the shortage value will be deducted from RAL balance and added to the
field correction to fix the actual hours to be invoiced , if the RAL balance is ZERO the
shortage will stay as is.
Invoiced hours : the system will check if the actual hours less than the mandatory
hours the total invoiced hours will be (mandatory-actual hours) else the invoiced
hours =(mandatory hours).
Unpaid leave : if any team members has an unpaid leave during the month will (the
value of absence daily hours) will be deducted from the actual hours.
Hanover hours : if any of the team members has started work during the validated
month the handover hours will be calculated based on the configuration in the
settings.
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ATTMGMT Amend Attendance

Attendance => Attendance View:
 
In this section, the user can edit a validated attendance for any corrections.
This step happens after the validation is done and for only last validated month and
current month included all the validated weeks. The validated view can be available only
for the last validated month and the current months only.
The user who makes the amendment has to have the permission to be able to make this
action.
 
Go to validated data in the validated view screen and make the amendment as following:
 
Modify attendance: 
Select an employee from a the attendance view and go to the record in or out and click
by the right mouse the following dialog will open:
 
If the data added manually or mission the delete button appear:
 

 
If the data is imported the deactivate button appear:
 

 
Modify attendance:
Make the modification for the selected employee by updating hours on in or out and then
click on update button.
The data is modified now and new duration to this date is added.
 
Delete attendance:
If the data is entered manually or mission make the deletion and click on delete button
the in and out record will be deleted and annual leave is added instead.
If the selected team member has balance else unpaid leave is added.
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Deactivate attendance:
Same behavior as delete.
 
Add Attendance and mission:
Select an employee from a the attendance view and go to the above of the record  and
click on it the following dialog will open :
 

 
Add attendance:
Click on amend add attendance, the attendance dialog will open with the date, in and
out, add in and out and then click on add button the new attendance is added now.
Make sure no overlapping with the existing attendance.
 
Add Mission : 
Same behavior of the add attendance but you click on the amend add mission instead of
amend add attendance.
 
Change absence Type :
Go to Absence screen view and select the absence related to an employee and click the
right mouse the following dialog will open :
 

 
Change Absence Type:
If user click on change absence type the dialog of absence type will open to select an
absence when selected the absence type is updated, take into consideration the balance
of both absence to be updated also either by added the deducted hours form the old one
and deduct the hours from the new one.
If no balance available for both type then only update absence.
 
Add attendance:
Click on amend add attendance the attendance dialog will open with the date, in and out,
add in and out and then click on add button the new attendance is added now, and the
absence is deleted make sure to update the balance of the leave id has balance.
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Add Mission:
Same behavior of add attendance.
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ATTMGMT Reports

Attendance Daily Report:

 
Attendance Monthly Report:
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Planning and Tracking

 
 

Crystaltrack PLANTRACK (Projects Planning and Tracking):
Main Concept: Project to be planned and monitored with time sheets Management.
Project Created with:

ESD: Expected Start Date.
EED: Expected End Date.
Expected Effort (number of effort units).
Expected Cost.
Amendments, Investments, and Resales.
Project Planning:
Tasks (ESD, EED).
Tasks can be linked to a Request (from Crystaltrack REQSMGMT).
Milestone (EHD: Expected Achievement Date).
Assigned Team Member to a Task (ESD, EED, Expected Effort).
Assigned Team Member to a Milestone.

Project Tracking:
Each Team Member fills his daily time sheet with:

Produced effort for each started task assigned to him in all projects.
Remaining effort for each started task assigned to him in all projects.

Each Team Member achieves Assigned Milestones when done.
If Attendance associated with the Team Member => Produced Effort => Presence of the Team Member.

Several reports are already proposed.
Advanced Reporting can be done for any needed statistics.
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PLANTRACK Lookups

Settings => Lookups:
 
Lookups contains all the types and categories that are reflected inside the project and
tasks.
To search for a type, domain or category.
Enter the name in the search tab and click the search button.
The page will show all the domains, types, tasks, groups that contains that name.
 

 
Add a type, domain or category:
Click on the domain, type or category you want to add the new option to.
Enter the name in at least one language click on add and it will be added.
 

 
Edit type, domain or category:
Click on the edit button.
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 the name is editable.
Click on save then save I from the lookups page.
The type category or task name changes.
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PLANTRACK Colors

Settings => PLANTRACK Settings => Section "Activity Report Status":
 

 
Edit Activity report status:
Click on edit button.
Choose shading.
Click on font and choose color.
Choose style (bold, italic, underline) optional.
Click on save.
This will be reflected on the colors and style of each status in the activity report.
 

 
Settings => PLANTRACK Settings => Section "Project Status":
 

 
Edit Project Status:
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To edit a project status, click on edit button.
Choose shading.
Click on font and choose color.
Choose style (bold – italic –underline) optional.
Click on save.

 
Settings => PLANTRACK Settings => Section "Remaining Hours Options":
 

 
Edit remaining hours options:
Check on “Update Remaining by user when zero remaining only” to allow the user to only
add hours to his task in case the left remaining is zero.
Click on “Mandatory comments for Updated Remaining by user” to oblige the user to add
a comment on updating hours of his task in case the left remaining is zero.
 
Settings => PLANTRACK Settings => Section "Activity Report Options":
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Activity Report options:
Activity report options holds a list of settings that can manage the activity report.
Expenses can only be shown in the activity report if the option is checked.
Submit button can be shown to team member in his activity report upon one of those
two options :

Submit button is visible when team member’s week attendance is validated ( all
submitted and validated attendance weeks has the submit button option).
Submit button is visible when team member’s week attendance is submitted.
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PLANTRACK Functional Roles

Settings => Functional Roles:
 

 
Functional roles includes the list of all role types.
Each team member has a certain role which is called  a functional role.
When a team member is added a role should be chosen, for that if the team members
role does not exist on the system yet, a new functional role can be created.
Not all team members can work on the same projects types, the functional role of the
team member decides the project type the member can work on.
 
Edit a functional Role:
Click on edit button.
Click on save.
Changes can be deleted, undone, or edited or saved.
Click the save button in the functional role page.
Functional name, production cost and sold cost are editable.
Changes are saved and the functional role name will be reflected on the functional role
for plan track members.
 
Create a functional Role:
Click on create button.
Enter Functional name, production cost and sold cost.
Click on apply.
Click on save from functional role page.
New functional role is created and it will show from team members in the functional role
drop down list.
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PLANTRACK Members

Settings => PLANTRACK Members:
 

 
Plan track members includes the list of all team members with their functional roles and
plan track group.
Only team members that are listed in this page can show in the team member’s drop
down list while adding team members to a project.
 
Edit a Team Member:
Click on edit button.
Functional role and plan track management are editable.
Click on save from team member page.
Team member is role and group are edited.
 
Add Team Member:
Click on create button.
Choose team member, functional role and group.
Click on add.
Click on save from team member page.
New team member is added.
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PLANTRACK Validation Process

Settings => Validation Process:
 

 
The validation process page is responsible for setting the responsible for the validation of
projects
The option chosen in this page sets the default validator for all projects unless the project
has a validation process added on the level of the project from My projects page.
Multiple options can be selected and the last added option will have the last decision
 
Add Team Member to the Validation Process:
Click on add team member.
Choose team member and click on add button.
Click on save from validation process.
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PLANTRACK Project Models

 
Project model is a collection of tasks and milestones without hours and assigned team
members.
Project Model can be used when a new project is created to create the list of tasks and
milestones.
Tasks described in the model help steering the work towards the predefined goals and
facilitating the control of work.
Every task can be made of zero or more sub-tasks.
Project models can be imported from already running projects.
 
Settings => Project Models:
 

 
Grid with list of project models  already created will open as following:
 

 
We have two ways to create a project Model:

Create new project model from scratch.
Import project form a list of projects already created.
 

Create new project model from scratch:
Click on create button in the project model grid screen the following page will open:
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Add the project model name and click on the save button the new project model saved
and the task tab will appear click on it  and start creating levels , task and millstones  And
click on the save button , the new project model is created
 
Import project form a list of project already created:
In the project model grid Click on the import from project button
The following dialog will open:
 

 
Select a project from the list of the project and add the name of the project model.
Click on save button, a new project model is now created with the same tasks from the
selected project.
 
Project model Grid Toolbar:
Total Records: represents the total number of projects available in the Grid list
< Page number >: represents the number of the current page. User can navigate by going
to the previous or next page
Reset Layout: User can always reset to the default layout after resizing and replacing and
hide/show the columns
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Save Layout: User can save the layout after resizing and replacing and hide/show the
columns
Export to EXCEL: User can export to Excel all records, current view or choose from - to
index
Export to WORD: User can export to Word all records, current view or choose from - to
index
Export to PDF: User can export to PDF all records, current view or choose from - to index
Auto-fit Columns: This feature fits all columns in the page without having to scroll
horizontally to view them
Remove Filters: This feature removes all filters on all columns at the same time
Show / Hide Columns: User can show / hide columns to the My Requests list
 
Edit Project Model:
Click on the edit button change the project name, do to task tab modify add delete task,
millstones level, click on the save button the project model is updated
 
Delete Project Model:
Select the project model and Click the on the delete button, the project model is deleted.
 
Tasks and milestone and level creation:
Click add the milestone or the task Icon and enter milestone or task name in Arabic,
English, and French.
Click on apply, the task, milestone created.
 

 
Click on add level button, enter level name and click on apply:
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PLANTRACK Projects

 
A PROJECT is the base to manage the planning, executing, controlling and closing of a
team work to achieve specific goals and meet success criteria. Projects are composed of
tasks and milestones which has their specific planning.
Each project has a project manager (PM) that controls the work of the team and the
planning of tasks, and milestones.
Members (including project manager) that are involved in the execution of the project
should be declared as "PLANTRACK Members".
A project has a "Progress Percentage" that shows the percentage of achievement of its
overall tasks and milestones.
 
Each project has project sheet with all project properties, list of amendment, list of
investments, list of resales, team members, and project planning.
 
My Projects:
 

 
Create new Project: Click on the Create project button in the top menu:
 
Project screen opens by default displaying multiple tabs in the top of screen as Project,
amendments, resales team members and planning :
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Project Tab:
Project tab represents a project sheet that includes the main information of a project
such as project name, code, domain, sales manager, dates costs and efforts.
Enter all project-sheets mandatory and / or optional fields.
Click on Create> the project is created and added to the list of projects.
 

 
Link a project to a Request: that means the request is a project, go to request section
in the request sheet and select a request from drop down and save it the project will be
created and the selected request will be at the top of the planning tab to indicate that the
project is linked to a request:
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Amendments Tab:
Every project could have one or more amendments during the its life cycle:
 

 
Click on Amendment tab 
Click on (+) button, Amendment Dialog will be displayed as follow:
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Enter all mandatory / optional fields Click on save button.
The new Amendment will be added.
 
Investments Tab:
Every project could have one or more investments during its life cycle.
 

  
 
Click on (+) button, Investment log will be displayed as follow::
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Enter all mandatory / optional fields Click on save button
The new Investments will be added.
    
Resales Tab:
Every project could have one or more resales during the its life cycle:
 

  
 
Click on (+) button, Resale Dialog will be displayed as follow:
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Enter all mandatory / optional fields Click on save button
The new Resales will be added.
 
Project members Tab:
Every project has Project members to be working on the project
 

  
 
Click on (+) button, Project Member Dialog will be displayed as follow:
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Choose team member and enter his sold cost.
Click on save, Team member is added to the list of members responsible to work on the
tasks and millstones assigned to him / her.
 
Planning Tab:
See PLANTRACK Planning.
 
 
Open Project list:
My Projects

 
This is the list of all Projects the user has permission to see and take an action on.
The My Projects list organizes and displays all the projects and provides multiple
functionalities.
Also, a list of Status is displayed on the left side of the page to indicate the progress of
each project.  
 
To perform any action, user must select one or multiple Projects. 
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The actions will be displayed on the toolbar depending on the permission, situation and
status of the selected Project.
 
Delete Project:
The project is deleted from the project list and removed from the database only if the
status of the project is not in progress and suspended. No history is recorded. User can
delete a project at any time, if they have the permission to, take into consideration the
status of the project.
 
Edit Project :
The icon pen should be available in the action column to be able to edit a project
User can edit a the project sheet, amendments, investments, resales, team members, and
project planning at any time, if they have the permission to,  make sure the status of the
project should not be ended.
 
View Project :
The icon eye  should be available in the action column to be able to view  a project.
User can view  a project at any time with all the status of the project, noted that the save
button is not available for this action, if they have the permission to.
 
Suspend Project: 
User must enter a justification before suspending a project.
The project Status change changes to suspended and all actions of the project manager
are disabled.
 
Resume Project: 
This option only appears on Projects with Situation suspended.
Once the user confirms the action, the Status of the request changes to it is original
status and all actions become enabled to the Project manager.
 
Project Validation Process: 
Each project with status (in progress, waiting and suspended) can have its own validation
process.
By default the project validation process is set in the company’s settings.
 
End Project: 
Each project with status (in progress, waiting and suspended) can be ended by the project
manager.
The Status changes Ended status if they have the permission to.
 
Change Project Manager:
User can change project manager for all the project that have the situation (in progress,
waiting and suspended).
 
Grid Toolbar:
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Total Records: represents the total number of records available in the My Projects list
page
< Page number >: represents the number of the current page. User can navigate by going
to the previous or next page
Reset Layout: User can always reset to the default layout after resizing and replacing and
hide/show the columns
Save Layout: User can save the layout after resizing and replacing and hide/show the
columns
Export to EXCEL: User can export to Excel all records, current view or choose from - to
index
Export to WORD: User can export to Word all records, current view or choose from - to
index
Export to PDF: User can export to PDF all records, current view or choose from - to index
Auto-fit Columns: This feature fits all columns in the page without having to scroll
horizontally to view them
Refresh Grid: When clicked, the data of the entire list is refreshed
Remove Filters: This feature removes all filters on all columns at the same time
Show / Hide Columns: User can show / hide columns to the My Requests list
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PLANTRACK Planning

 
My Projects => Select Project => Edit/View Project => Project Sheet =>
Planning Tab:
 

 
This page forecast the project plan level, tasks, milestones each with its delegated team
members expected start and end date and rate of completion.
 
Planning screen displays three buttons (Save, Add level, and Millstone ) As Follow :
 

                 
Add Level:
Click on add level button (+) a new dialog will open as following:
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Enter the level name in 3 language then click on apply button.
The level is added to the project and the expected start and end date will be created
according to the project date.
Select the created level the following buttons will display as follow:
 
                             

 
By selecting the created level the user can add sub level, task, millstone, or edit the level.
Move Up and Move Down the level and delete also we can add attachment to level, task
and millstone also if we right click on the level all the buttons will display as following:
 

 
Add Task:
Select the created level or click on the add task button to create new task.
The task can be under level or independent in both ways the following dialog will open to
add new task:
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Task Name and Category:

Enter the Task name in 3 language.
Select the category from drop down list and the amendment if any.
 

Request Mandatory Checked:
Task is related to requests based on user filter. the requests can be filtered base on
category and subcategories related to the connected user.

 
Request mandatory NOT Checked:

If the user select a request from the drop down list => The task will be linked only to
the selected request.
If the user did not select any request from the drop down list => The task will be
requests independent.

 
ESD (Expected Start Date) and EED (Expected End Date) will be automatically take the
project date.
Task date can be adjusted based on the desired planning.
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After creating the task right click on the created task => the following buttons will be
available:

  

                      
Add Team Member to Task:
Click on it the dialog will open with the drop down already added in the project members
tab
Select the team member and add the planned hours the expected end date will be
automatically take the project date the date can be adjusted based on the desired
planning.
 

 
Edit Task:
Click on it to update all the information related to the task:
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Add Attachment to Task:
Click on it the dialog will open select the file to be attached and click on submit the
selected file will be attached to task:
 

   
Delete Task:
Click on it and delete the task a confirmation message will appear to confirm the deletion
action.
Click on confirm the task will be deleted.
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Add Milestone :
A milestone can be created independent or under level in both ways.
Click on add milestone the following dialog will open.
Enter the milestone name, milestone category, amendment (if any), responsible.
Click on apply button => the millstone is created.
 

 
 
Add Attachment to Milestone:
Click on it the dialog will open.
Select the file to be attached.
Click on submit =>  the selected file will be attached to the milestone.
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Delete Milestone:
Click on it and delete the milestone.
Confirmation message will appear to confirm the deletion action.
Click on confirm  => the milestone is deleted.
 

 
Move (UP, DOWN, RIGHT, LEFT) with the following:
 

 
Save Planning:
After adding all the level. Tasks and milestones and all the correct dates, Click on the save
button the project planning is saved.
 
Planning Toolbar:
 

 (Recalculate Projects Status).
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 (Collapse all levels, tasks and milestones).
 (Expand all levels, tasks and milestones)
 (Deselect all).

 (Refresh the page).

 (Show and hide columns from the planning page).
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PLANTRACK Tracking

An activity report is a record of the amount of times an employee has spent at work, on
a particular job or project.
This information could be recorded on paper, a spread sheet or software system such as
our activity report module.
By keeping track of the time an employee starts and finishes his / her work, as well as any
breaks they have taken.

A validation process (from the company or defined for a project) will be applied to each
AR (Activity Report) based on the following tasks: the team member submit his AR which
is validated (or invalidated) by one or many other team members (as project manager or
team leaders).

Activity Report submission process is the process of submitting the team member’s activity
report. On weekly bases, the team member has to submit his report to the designated
project manager in order to track the member’s progress on tasks. The team members
activity report derive his daily attendance from the attendance module and forecast it
showing his daily working hours and daily breaks.

All the projects with their levels and tasks the team member is part of shows in his activity
report.
When there is no produced hours logged on a task => last remaining and current remaining
for this task are the same.
The team member can fill his daily produced hours on each of his tasks.
Team member can submit his activity report based on either validated or submitted
attendance.
Each activity report status has its own color, shading, font and style.
Remaining hours can be adjusted when its zero based on the settings set in settings =>
PLANTRACK Settings => remaining hours.
Team member can leave a comment on both tasks and levels.

My Time Sheets => Submit
The activity report submit page shows as follow showing all the team member attendance
information on the top of the screen the projects with their hierarchy and the designated
project manager:
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Color status shows the different colors defined for the different statuses the colors and
style of each status in the activity report is set in the activity report settings => activity
report status.
 

Arrows shows the previous and upcoming weeks:
 

 
Expand all expands the activity report showing the entire hierarchy:
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Show task levels expands the activity report and shows each task under its correspondent
level:
 

 
Collapse all collapses the view of the activity report to a macro level showing only the
projects without their levels, milestones and tasks:
 

 
Add produced hours:
Click on produced hours tab.
Enter the number of working hours for a specific day.
The number will be reflected in the daily produced hours tab for the selected day.
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The produced hours for this day will be deducted from the current remaining while the
last remaining remains the same until the activity report is submitted and the project
manager responsible on this project validates the activity report week.
The total is the addition of the total hours worked on a task per week.
The system prevent the user to add any hours if no attendance.
The team member cannot add produced hours more than the attendance.
 

 
Add Comment to Task:
Click on the add comment button (pen shape).
The comments screen opens.
Enter comment in the text field.
Click on apply.
Tasks with added comments will have their add comment buttons pop in pink color.
 

 
Add Comment to Project:
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Click on the add comment button (pen shape).
The project comments screen which acts like a chat opens.
Enter comment in the text field.
Click on send.
Team member can enter another comment and send.
Team member click on apply.
Projects with added comments will have their add comment buttons pop in pink color.
 

 
Team members can update the last remaining per task upon some settings:
When “Update remaining by user when zero remaining only” is checked => the user can
update the remaining hours only when the remaining becomes zero.
When “Mandatory comments for Updated remaining by user” is checked => the team
member must add a comment when updating the hours on his task in case the left
remaining is zero.
 
Edit Current Remaining:
Click on current remaining.
The current remaining field becomes green.
Enter the hours.
The update task remaining screen opens.
Enter comment.
    

Click on confirm
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When a team member finish working on a task and the planned hours exceeded the
produced hours, the team member has the option to set the current remaining hours for
the task to be zero.
    

 
Set Remaining to Zero:
Select a task.
Click on set zero remaining.
The set zero remaining screen opens.
Click on confirm.
The task current remaining becomes zero.
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A team member can edit his activity report and save his changes to later submit it.
 
Submit button is shown to team member in his activity report upon one of those two
options:
Submit button is visible when team member’s week attendance is validated (all
submitted and validated attendance weeks has the submit button option).
Submit button is visible when team member’s week attendance is submitted.
 
Submit Activity Report:
Click on submit button.
Submit activity report pop up screen opens.
Click on confirm.
The week is submitted for the project manager to validate it.
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Activity report color changes when submitted.
Activity report color changes when project manager validate the submitted week.
 
Submit Activity Report by project:
Click on project submit button:
    

Repeat same steps as submit entire activity report.
 
Team member can go upcoming week were attendance is not validated and the submit
button is not visible, edit his activity report save it and submit it later on.
 
Expenses are shown in the activity report if the option is checked in the activity report
status options.
 
My Time Sheets => Validate
Activity Reports Validation is the process to validate the employee activity report with
hours added to each task based on the attendance by weekly basis. Validation process
must be configured on PLANTRACK Settings first.
The validation shows the team members for the designated project manager with their
produced hours on tasks.
He is responsible to validate as well as their produced hours for the same week on task
related to different project managers in order to also track their daily working hours.
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The team members responsible for validating a project are set in validation process page,
unless the project has, a validation process added on the level of the project from my
projects page, multiple validations can be done.
 

 
Validate All:
Click on the validate all button.
Validate activity report pop up opens.
Click on confirm.
All submitted activity reports for the designated project manager will be validated .
Activity report color change for the team members.
 

 
Reject All:
Click on the reject all button.
Reject  activity report pop up opens.
Enter reason in text field.
Click on confirm.
All submitted activity reports for the designated project manager will be rejected.
Activity report color change for the team members.
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Validate Team Member:
Click on the validate team member button.
Validate activity report team member pop up opens.
Click on confirm.
The submitted report for the selected team member will be validated.
Activity report color change for the team member.
 
Reject Team Member:
Click on the reject team member button.
Reject activity report team member pop up opens.
Enter reason.
Click on confirm.
The submitted report for the selected team member will be rejected.
Activity report color change for the team member.
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Project manager can view multiple projects with their produced hours.
Project manager for a micro level insight can choose to view tasks produced hours as
well.
 

 
Validate Activity Report
Click on the validate all button.
Validate activity report pop up opens.
Click on confirm.
The submitted week activity report for all the projects belonging to the team member will
be validated.
Team member will not show in the validate page.
Activity report color change for the team members.
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Reject Activity Report:
Click on the reject all button.
Reject activity report pop up opens.
Enter  rejection reason.
Click on confirm.
The submitted week activity report for all the projects belonging to the team member will
be rejected.
Team member will not show in the validate page.
Activity report color change for the team members.
 

 
Validate Project:
Click on the validate project button.
Validate activity report by project pop up opens.
Click on confirm.
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Only the submitted week activity report for the selected projects that belong to this team
member will be validated while the rest of projects will remain under validation and the
team member still shows in validate page.
The project color in the activity report for the team member changes while the rest of the
project colors remains the same.
 
Reject Project:
Click on the validate project button.
Validate activity report by project pop up opens.
Click on confirm.
Only the submitted week activity report for the selected projects that belong to this team
member will be validated while the rest of projects will remain under validation and the
team member still shows in validate page.
The project color in the activity report for the team member changes while the rest of the
project colors remains the same.
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PLANTRACK Reports

Three main reports are available for the user:
Project Progress Report: all information about project, tasks, and milestones.
Produced hours per category: produced hours per each task category.
Activity Reports Status: number of remaining weeks to be validated by team member.

 
Other user-defined projects van be managed by the Reporting module.
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Reporting
 
 

Crystaltrack REPORTING (Advanced and Dynamic Embedded Reporting):
 
Main Concept:
Query Builder which allow the user to create new User-Defined Queries on Crystaltrack Tables (Main
Database or ODS Database).
Query Builder will have the list of all Entities (Tables).
When a table is selected => All fields are displayed.
 
The user will define a query with the following:
Select Fields to be displayed are columns of the query.
Add needed filters: conditions or fields to be filtered by the report.
Assign some features to columns as: Groupable, Aggregation to be applied, Alignment, Conditional
Formatting.
Add Computed Fields to the Query based on the selected columns.
 
The user will define a report with the following:
Select the query of the report.
Select the module of the report.
Activate or Deactivate the report (Activation means that the users can access the report from other modules
if they have required permissions).
Enter the name, title, headers, and footers.
 
The user can access to the User-Defined Reports with:
The Reporting Module with the Menu “My Reports”.
Other Modules with the Menu “Reports”.
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REPORTING Lookups
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REPORTING User-Defined Queries

Report Settings => User-Defined Queries:
This allow the connected user to manage User-Defined Queries based on the metadata of
all entities.
The User-Defined Query is defined with the following:

Selected entity with its embedded sub entities.
Selected fields of the main entity and  its sub entities.
Conditions to be defined on the fields of the main entity and  its sub entities.
Computed field defined with operations on the fields of the main entity and  its sub
entities.
Each selected field or computed field can have different features to be applied in the
grid:

Pinned.
Fixed.
Hidden.
Hyperlink.
Groupable.
Aggregatable.
Alignment.
Display Name to replace the metadata name of the field.
Conditional Formatting based on formatting to be applied to values responding to
defined conditions.
Formatting = Font Color, Font Background, Bold, Italic, Underline.
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REPORTING User-Defined Reports

Report Settings => User-Defined Reports:
This allow the connected user to manage User-Defined Reports based on User-Defined
Queries.
The use define the module of the report.
The user can update the headers and footers.
The user can define the permissions to be applied to the new User-Defined Report.
Permissions options:

Allowed for all.
Allowed except some roles.
Allowed only for some roles.

Permissions are used to access User-Defined Reports in each module.
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REPORTING System Queries

Report Settings => System Queries:
This allow the connected user to access the system queries used in different modules.
The user can export the query to import it to initialize a new User-Defined Queries.
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REPORTING System Reports

Report Settings => System Reports:
This allow the connected user to update some features of the system reports used in
different modules.
Features to be updated are: Headers and Footers.
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REPORTING My Reports

My Reports:
This allow the connected user having the permission to test all User-Defined Reports.
The connected user has access to all User-Defined Reports (Active and Inactive).
List all User-Defined Reports by module.
The displayed User-Defined Reports are active and inactive.
The permissions are not applied.
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